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Tassiana Willis rehearses her role as Mama Hall, a resident of a housing project, in "This Is 
Home." 
"Dirt, mold, filth - that part wasn't new to me," says Donte Clark, one of the writer- 
performers who created "This Is Home," a spoken word-theater piece about Richmond's 
infamous Hacienda housing project. 
"We come from Richmond, brought up as people who didn't have a lot of financial 
means. I knew people living like that when we were young. But they were able-bodied. 
They could go out and hustle. These were elderly and disabled people, blind, one good 
leg or no legs, 82 years old and you still gotta hustle?" 
 
Clark and three other poets' outrage and empathy infuse "Home," a short, visceral and 
ruminative piece that opened Thursday at Tides Theatre in San Francisco. 
The packed house reflected the work's unusual genesis with a mix of spoken-word 
aficionados, journalists - including former Chronicle editors Robert Rosenthal and Phil 
Bronstein, now of the Center for Investigative Reporting - and theater luminaries ranging 
from Campo Santo's Sean San José to American Conservatory Theater's Carey Perloff. 
Unlike most citizens of the Bay Area, Clark didn't learn about the wretched and long- 
ignored conditions in the Hacienda and Nevin Plaza projects through reporter Amy Julia 



 
Deandre Evans (left) as Jeff plays a scene with Donte Clark Tuesday March 18, 2014. Storyworks is a 
collaboration between the Tides Theatre and the Center for Investigative Reporting which stars four poets  
and the conditions in a Richmond, Calif public housing project. 
 
 
Harris' CIR exposes in The Chronicle. Clark and his fellow RAW Talent performance 
poets Deandre Evans and William "Peeps" Hartfield accompanied Harris on some of her 
reporting trips during the fall. 
"I was mostly observing," Clark says. "Going there to see it, feel it and smell it - I didn't 
have too many questions after that." 
The questions Clark, Hartfield and Evans did have helped inform her reporting, Harris 
says. Their familiarity with conditions in Richmond "helped me put things in context." 
After weeks of gathering a great deal of information about the health, management and 
structural problems at the projects, "seeing what got to them, what got their blood 
boiling" refreshed her sense of what the key issues were. 
The poets' reactions hit the press alongside Harris' first stories in February, in a video 
performance (available to Chronicle online readers) produced by Off/Page, a 
collaboration between CIR and Youth Speaks (sponsor of the National Youth Poetry 
Slam). The next step was expanding that work and taking it to the stage, 
through StoryWorks, another collaboration between CIR and an alternative form of 
storytelling, Tides Theatre. 
"Home" is written with the deadline immediacy of journalism by Clark, Evans, Hartfield 
and new addition, Tassiana Willis. The poets embody residents, a security guard and a 
philosophical squatter, and Clark even plays the aching, run-down building. New 
material had to be written as rehearsals got under way, updated to respond to Harris' 
reporting as late as last week. 
That probably will continue if "Home" evolves further. Harris' articles have had quite an 
impact - followed, immediately by stories on radio and TV, including KQED and PBS. 
'Source storytelling' 
Richmond's City Council, which can't be said to have paid much attention to 
mismanagement at its Housing Authority and the wretched conditions at Hacienda, has 



responded to the exposure with moves to alleviate the situation. 
For Off/Page founder and director Jose Vadi, "Home" is a step in a rapidly developing 
"idea of source storytelling, combining source material from CIR with the first-person 
storytelling of Youth Speaks poets, locally and nationally." 
The Tides shows are being filmed as they're performed, "so they'll live on digitally," he 
says. "But we want to make sure this story doesn't just stay in Richmond. We want to 
explore these conditions in Stockton (where Off/Page "looked at the bankruptcy through 
the eyes of young people" last year). We want to explore it across the country in the 
coming year." 
"What this is to me is creative activism," says Jennifer Welch, Tides' producing artistic 
director and co-director of "Home" with Vadi, of StoryWorks' second show (another, 
based on Bronstein's stories about the man who killed Osama bin Laden, is in 
development; a third, on an undisclosed subject, opens at Tides in June). 
"It's activism as much as it is poetry or journalism or theater. Here are these young, 
talented kids who are giving back to the elders in their community,  
For their elders 
Clark says the work expands the poets' work as well. "With RAW Talent, it's more 
personal - my daddy's a pimp, my uncle's a drug dealer, I got shot at, and now I want to 
talk about it. This investigative reporting, it's more like, hey, we've been focused on us. 
Now it's about the people who came or struggled before us. 
"We walk past these apartments or drive by them and didn't know inside there are 
people like our grandparents, suffering. Now we're going to talk about our elders." 
 
This Is Home: 8 p.m. Through Saturday (March 22). Additional performances 8 p.m. 
March 27-28. $20. Tides Theatre, 533 Sutter St., S.F. www.tidestheatre.org. 
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